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THE SPIRAL TAROT
by Kay Steventon
INTRODUCTION
There are 78 cards in a Tarot deck: 22 Major
Arcana and 56 Minor Arcana. The Minor cards
include sixteen court cards and forty “pip” cards.
The Major cards (sometimes called Trumps)
describe the Fool’s journey from card 0 to card
21. The Fool begins his journey innocent and
eager. As he travels, he meets the archetype
represented in each Major card image. From
these, the Fool learns the lessons of life; upon
reaching card 21, The World, he completes the
cycle. As in a Spiral, the Fool begins the journey
again, this time with a little more knowledge
than before.
The Major Arcana corresponds to important
growth patterns and life changes on an inner
and outer level. The Minor cards attend to the
details of life; they tell a story and describe
what kind of energy is dominant in a spread.
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THE MAJOR ARCANA
0. The Fool
The Fool is represented by a young man. He
kneels in awe at the sight of the Grail. An angel
guides him on his way. A black cat instinctively
senses danger, in contrast to the Fool, who is
fearless. Divinatory meaning: Having trust in
life. New beginnings. Faith. Optimism. Always
follow your very own instinctive nature.
I. The Magician
The Magician wears a cape bearing all the
symbols of the Minor Arcana. He holds the
caduceus aloft, bringing divine energy down
to manifestation. Divinatory meaning: The skills
of the universe are there for you. Important
life-changing communication may manifest in
the form of letters, meetings, or via the Internet.
II. The High Priestess
The High Priestess sits on her throne guarded
by Cerberus, the three-headed Wolf. A fire
burns in the Sybil’s Tripod, where she sees
the Fool’s past, present, and future. Divinatory
meaning: Insight, self-sufficiency, using your
intuition, feeling isolated or alone.
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III. The Empress
The Empress sits in her garden which is full of
fruits and flowers. She is wearing a gown of
red and green, the colors of fertility. Divinatory
meaning: A creative, fruitful period in life.
Lover/mother/wife issues could be in focus;
unconditional love or “smother love.”
IV. The Emperor
The Emperor’s throne is high on a mountaintop.
It is adorned with the two-headed eagle, reminding us of his supreme domination and majesty.
Divinatory meaning: Self-discipline, becoming
our own authority, having responsibility and
control; father issues, ruthlessness.
V. The Hierophant
Chiron is the Hierophant; his hand is raised
in priestly blessing. In his other hand lies the
High Priestess’s key of knowledge. A rainbow
bridge links heaven and earth. Divinatory
meaning: Speaking your truth, retaining
integrity in the face of criticism; the healer,
teacher, and guide.
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VI. The Lovers
The Lovers are the Alchemical King and Queen.
They embrace in a fertile garden, with the roses of
the Empress, the High Priestess’s pomegranates,
and the lush colors of life. Divinatory meaning:
A crossroads where choices must be made—
usually involving a relationship. Loving
relationships, discrimination.
VII. The Chariot
The Solar Hero, through sheer determination
and will, drives his apparently immovable
chariot. Divinatory meaning: Having will power,
overcoming our fears. Victory; we have the
choice to move forward, keeping our emotions
in control so that we can make a positive move.
VIII. Strength
Ishtar subdues her lion nature. She loves her
wild animal side, but does not want her
instincts to gain dominance over her connection to the divine. Divinatory meaning: Strength
to overcome those parts of the self which are
no longer needed; able to overcome difficult
situations with gentleness and love, not force.
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IX. The Hermit
The Hermit, the Goddess Vesta, holds her
lantern aloft to show us the way. Divinatory
meaning: Self-knowledge and self-sufficiency;
being alone to experience what is meaningful
and significant to you. Your inner guide.
X. The Wheel of Fortune
The Triple Fates spin, measure, and are ready
to cut our allotted time. These Goddesses
belong to the Great Cosmic Round, of which
we are all a part. Divinatory meaning: Going
with the natural flow of life, being flexible and
open to new opportunities. Changes in your
life bring rewards and benefits.
XI. Justice
The Goddess Themis/Maat holds the upright
sword of justice in one hand, and in the other
the scales to weigh the hearts of men against
their actions. Divinatory meaning: Being honest
with yourself, being fair. Legal issues, important decisions that require an open mind.
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XII. The Hanged Man
The Hanged Man is suspended in time between
the past and the future. Divinatory meaning: You
are being asked to surrender some part of the
self; old patterns of behavior, addictions, old
ways of thinking. Patience, sacrifice, victim,
martyr. Higher understanding.
XIII. Death
The Goddess Hecate gathers up lost souls in
her nets. Hecate is the Reaper who cuts down
that which is no longer important in life so
that something else may grow. Divinatory
meaning: When Death appears it does not
signify physical death; rather it symbolizes
total transformation in some area of your life.
Accept change, make way for the new.
XIV. Temperance
The winged Goddess Iris, symbolic of the
alchemical union of opposites, is mixing the
divine water of life from one cup to the other
without wasting one drop. Divinatory meaning:
Bringing talents and values together to create
something of worth. Moderation in all things;
harmony and balance.
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XV. The Devil
Lucifer wears the green scaly skin of the serpent. In a mirror, a woman has caught sight
of her real self. She doesn’t like what she sees.
Divinatory meaning: You must face your fears.
The message is that we must acknowledge
our chains. These are our obsessions, illusions,
and all the things which keep us in bondage:
depression, hopelessness, materialism, lust.
XVI. The Tower
The Tower rises up to meet Zeus’s thunderbolt. A king and queen fall from the flaming
tower. Divinatory meaning: The Tower is liberating; when we are complacent, it gives us a
shake-up. Destruction of old forms, creation
of new structures, upheavals, and change.
XVII. The Star
Here is Isis the Star Maiden, who comes to
replenish the waters of life with her tears.
She is the symbol of life eternal. Divinatory
meaning: Everything is all right. You have
renewed trust in yourself and know from
this moment you’ll have the self-sufficiency
to work out issues.
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XVIII. The Moon
The Goddess Demeter is holding an egg or
embryo, symbolizing creative potential and
the seed of new growth, a gift from the unconscious. Divinatory meaning: A time to listen to
dreams. A time of reflection, moodiness, mood
swings, psychic experiences, mothering issues,
and creative inspirations.
XIX. The Sun
The Goddess Eos dwarfs the landscape; she is
in full flight, with the sun god Helios and his
fiery horses close behind. Divinatory meaning:
The sun shines on you, and you are filled with
joy, optimism, creative energy. The light of the
sun brings clarity to any situation. Have fun;
let your inner child play.
XX. Judgment
An angel blows his trumpet. Humans of all
ages and gender rise to respond. Divinatory
meaning: The call has been made, change is
inevitable, you are free to start life anew.
Hallelujah! The end of karmic patterns, a
call from within to meet new challenges.
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XXI. The World
We see an androgynous figure spinning, emulating the macrocosmic creative dance of the
Lord of the Universe, Shiva, and his female
counterpart, Shakti. Divinatory meaning: A very
satisfactory end to a cycle; ultimate success and
happy conclusions lead the way to new ventures.
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THE MINOR ARCANA
The Minor Arcana cards are divided into four
suits, corresponding to suits in an ordinary
playing card deck: Swords to Spades, Wands
to Clubs, Cups to Hearts, and Pentacles to
Diamonds. The four suits also correspond to
the four elements: Swords to Air, Wands to
Fire, Cups to Water, and Pentacles to Earth.
THE ACES
The four Aces are the tools of the Magician.
Ace of Swords An upright sword cuts through
the unnecessary to get to the crux of a matter.
Divinatory meaning: The upright sword cuts
both ways. It indicates triumph and success,
also cuts away outworn attitudes. Logic,
reason, and the law.
Ace of Wands Divine energy is directed
onto a lone wand; small shoots begin to grow.
Divinatory meaning: New life, new business
ventures, new ideas which expand horizons,
optimistic, future-oriented.
Ace of Cups A forest fairy discovers the “Well
of Happiness.” Divinatory meaning: Gaining
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your heart’s desire; new relationship, feeling
emotionally contented.
Ace of Pentacles The Earth Mother reaches
to the heavens, her feet rooted to the ground.
Divinatory meaning: New life on the material
plane. Life is stable; there may be financial
gain, a new career, business, or a new sense
of self-worth and status.
THE TWOS
The Twos are under the aegis of the High
Priestess. Each denotes creative tension in
their arena.
Two of Swords A vulnerable young girl with
two swords crossed over her heart balances
on a tightrope. Divinatory meaning: This is
the card of stalemate. A clear head is needed
to solve issues such as negotiations, conflicts
of interest between partners, denial of facts.
Two of Wands A successful business man is
looking to a future vision. Divinatory meaning:
Success in partnership and business affairs.
There is a sense of restlessness; moving on
to new deals and plans is possible.
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Two of Cups Two people offer each other the
cup of love. Divinatory meaning: Balance in
relationship; new relationship or partnership,
equality, inner balance.
Two of Pentacles A jester is balancing two
pentacles. Divinatory meaning: Balancing the
ups and downs of life. Either everything is in
moderation, or there are mood swings and
money fluctuations.
THE THREES
The Threes belong to the Empress and express
her abundance.
Three of Swords A weeping woman stands in
the rain holding a rose over her heart, while a
figure is hurrying away. Divinatory meaning: A
time to grieve over past sorrow, release the
pain, and allow the rain to heal.
Three of Wands A businesswoman looks out
to sea, watching her ships doing the business
of the day. Divinatory meaning: Good results in
business, with opportunities to expand. Offers
from overseas or travel to further a career.
Growth and expansion in all areas of life.
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Three of Cups Three women are enjoying the
end of the harvest and the Empress’ bounty.
Divinatory meaning: The birth of an idea, a
creative project, or a child. Good times, joy,
friendship, and celebration.
Three of Pentacles A ballerina is receiving
accolades for her skills. Divinatory meaning:
Success in return for persistent and dedicated
labor. Prize or award.
THE FOURS
The Fours reflect the Emperor’s stability.
Four of Swords A woman retreats into her
own private space to recuperate. Divinatory
meaning: A time to retreat in order to reconcile with an issue; to think things through;
to recuperate after illness or a difficult time.
Four of Wands A bridal couple leaves the
old life behind to start their new life together.
Divinatory meaning: Optimism for the future,
a change of residence, or changes in the
domestic environment for the better.
Four of Cups This woman is bored by what
her three cups have to offer. Another cup is
close by, although she is not yet aware of it.
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Divinatory meaning: An unfulfilled or boring
relationship; dreaming of greener pastures.
Take the cup and see what it has to offer;
if it is more of the same, don’t accept it.
Four of Pentacles A man sits in his black and
white prison, rigid, unyielding, closed off from
life. Divinatory meaning: Obsession with materialism and self-importance. Financial security;
setting up boundaries.
THE FIVES
The Fives belong to the Hierophant; they each
capture a situation where one must confront
one’s own truth.
Five of Swords One man has taken charge of
a raft, leaving two others to fend for themselves.
Divinatory meaning: Thinking you have the
upper hand will get you nowhere, or someone
may try to take advantage of you. Accepting
defeat is hard, but it is also sometimes necessary.
Five of Wands Five men put on a mock display
of aggression. Divinatory meaning: Challenges
and competition in business or life situations.
You may have to prove your point. This is an
action-packed card; you are in for a stimulating time.
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Five of Cups A woman has lost her three
cups on the sea of emotion. Two full cups and
the Tree of Life stand behind her. Divinatory
meaning: You may have to let go of an old
emotional issue to gain something greater.
Five of Pentacles A woman and a child are
out in the snow in the dark. Others enjoy
comfort and warmth. Divinatory meaning:
Poverty of mind and spirit, low self-esteem
and self-worth. This feeling of deprivation is
only temporary.
THE SIXES
The Lovers oversee the Sixes, which express
the process of creating harmony in the four
different arenas.
Six of Swords A lone figure is being guided
to a distant shore by an angel. Divinatory
meaning: Respite after illness or the pressures
of mental stress. Life is improving and you are
entering a more peaceful phase. A move that
could improve your life.
Six of Wands A jockey and his horse are winners. After much training and hard work, they
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have tasted victory. Divinatory meaning: Victory
is sweet; you are about to be rewarded for
effort. Success in business, career, creative
schemes, and personal endeavors.
Six of Cups Two people look back to the
past. Divinatory meaning: Nostalgia for the
past and childhood memories, both good and
bad. Someone from the past could reappear
in your life to help or hinder.
Six of Pentacles A black king, an old beggar,
and a woman come together. Divinatory
meaning: Giving and receiving with no strings
attached. You share gifts of love or material
value with others, and they with you.
THE SEVENS
The Sevens, like the Chariot, occur when it
is time to move. This involves self-discipline.
Seven of Swords A man is trying to run
away with more swords than he can handle.
Divinatory meaning: This signifies acts of
daring, impulsive acts, undercover acts, and
detective work. You may have to act alone,
keeping your ideas to yourself, or you might
find you are avoiding issues.
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Seven of Wands A wheat farmer is warding
off his adversaries, who lay claim to his crop
of wheat. Divinatory meaning: You are on
top of things. Make a stand; you may be
challenged. Know your rights. You are coping
well and won’t be taken advantage of.
Seven of Cups A woman stands in the rain;
mist obscures her vision. Looking down, she
cannot see the seven cups or their contents.
Divinatory meaning: You are at a cross-road.
Choices must be made. When the mist clears,
you will know what to do.
Seven of Pentacles A farmer has planted her
seeds. She knows from past experience that
patience and good care will bring results.
Divinatory meaning: Any plan, business, career,
or project will bear fruit if you have prepared
well and have patience to wait a little.
THE EIGHTS
The Strength card rules the Eights, which
express that same quality.
Eight of Swords A woman is loosely bound
and fenced in by eight swords. Divinatory
meaning: Fear is keeping you bound and
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oppressed; use your mind creatively to get
out of the situation. The choice is yours.
Eight of Wands Eight wands fly through the
air at great speed. Divinatory meaning: Speed,
action, movement. Life is busy and all kinds
of action, new activities, may occur. Travel,
mental or physical, is possible at this time.
Eight of Cups The Goddess is returning to
the underworld for the winter cycle. Divinatory
meaning: A need to go into your personal inner
world to find what is missing in your life.
Unfulfilled love, leaving an unhappy situation.
Eight of Pentacles A smith is working at
his craft; he is highly skilled and successful.
Divinatory meaning: Profitable times are ahead,
connected to material or personal matters.
There is a need to focus your talents or take
your skills to the wider world.
THE NINES
The Hermit owns the Nines, each of which is
an expression of the search for inner guidance.
Nine of Swords A woman wakes in the night
gripped by fear. She feels depressed and does
not know which way to turn. Divinatory
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meaning: Things are not as bad as they seem.
However, there are real difficulties that only
time and the universe can cure.
Nine of Wands This man is very defensive.
He is used to opposition and has had to
fight many times to protect his vulnerability.
Divinatory meaning: Your opinions and convictions may be questioned. You may feel you
have had enough of a difficult situation, but
this card signifies that you are called to
try one more time.
Nine of Cups This woman is sitting on “cloud
nine.” Divinatory meaning: This is the “wish”
card; you are emotionally, mentally, and physically content with the world.
Nine of Pentacles A well-dressed woman
enjoys her garden alone. Divinatory meaning:
It has taken a long time, but you are now successful and can enjoy the fruits of your labor.
THE TENS
The Tens belong with the Wheel of Fortune,
and so these cards capture the end of a cycle
on a certain level.
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Ten of Swords A figure is making a desperate
bid to reach distant shores. Divinatory meaning:
Leaving a bad situation and going to a better
future. Going away to relieve stress and tension. The end of a cycle of arguments and
disputes; being “stabbed in the back” by
gossip or slander.
Ten of Wands A woman is loaded down by
ten wands. There is a brick wall ahead and the
road is rough. Divinatory meaning: Taking on
too much responsibility in a relationship, business, or career. It is time to stop being the
martyr and learn to delegate.
Ten of Cups The forest fairy is sharing love,
joy, and happiness. Divinatory meaning:
Fulfillment on every level. Dreams come true,
especially on an emotional level.
Ten of Pentacles Generations of family members; an image of human heritage. Divinatory
meaning: Financial security, family support or
burdens; the richness of family background.
THE COURT CARDS
There are sixteen court cards representing the
four suits. Each family has four members: the
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King, Queen, Knight, and Princess. The Kings
are extroverted and worldly, the Queens introverted and receptive. The Knights represent
masculine action, and the Princesses represent
the seed of each suit.
SWORDS
Princess of Swords The Princess of Swords is
a quick young person with a bright mind and
plenty to say. Divinatory meaning: The stirrings
of new thoughts and ideas. New information
to process; abstract concepts, letters, contracts,
and gossip.
Knight of Swords The Knight of Swords
sweeps into your life with the force of the
wind. He is very intelligent, and as a lover will
charm you with his eloquence. He might leave
you wondering what happened. Divinatory
meaning: This card signifies a disruptive influence; you feel impatient, you want movement.
Caution is needed before signing documents or
delivering hasty words.
Queen of Swords The Queen of Swords is
cool, efficient, charming, friendly, and intelligent. She is concerned with fairness and
equality between people. She is more friend
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than lover, for she bears emotional scars from
the past. Divinatory meaning: The Queen of
Swords could appear in your life, as a person
(sometimes a lone woman), who offers friendship and advice when you need straight
answers, or you may need more freedom.
King of Swords The King of Swords uses
logic when making decisions. He is concerned
with law and the quest for knowledge. He is a
good friend, but lacks sensuality and warmth.
Divinatory meaning: This card can represent
someone who offers good advice, particularly
on the law, or medical, philosophical, and
social issues. Negatively, it can signify a cruel
person who uses words destructively.
WANDS
Princess of Wands The Princess and the baby
dragon look in wonder at the new leaf sprouting on the wand. Divinatory meaning: An
energetic young person in your life; the stirrings of initiative and creativity within you;
new projects and ventures.
Knight of Wands This Knight is an active, vigorous, impatient young man, but lacks staying
power. As a lover, he can sweep you off your
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feet with his passion, but only for the moment.
Divinatory meaning: A surge of self-energy;
desire for personal freedom. Impatience;
action, the will to move ahead.
Queen of Wands The Queen of Wands holds
the ouroboros (symbol of time and the continuity of life) in her hands. She is a passionate
and generous lover. Divinatory meaning: A
loving, trustworthy, and creative person who
is straightforward and generous enters your
life, or you may be incorporating these
qualities into your own personality.
King of Wands Here is a strong, friendly
character, a successful businessman, a man of
action who has vision but little time for fools.
He is a passionate lover, so long as he is not
restricted by his partner. Divinatory meaning:
This King may be a person in your life, or you
may be ready to put your creative endeavors
out into the world.
CUPS
Princess of Cups A little mermaid is the
Princess of Cups. The pearl in her cup symbolizes the seed of imagination and creativity and
as the dawning of psychic ability. Divinatory
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meaning: When the Princess of Cups manifests
as a young person, he or she is a gentle,
dreamy child who enjoys fairy tales with a
vivid imagination. This child could be your
inner child, where the seed of creativity longs
to be acknowledged.
Knight of Cups Sir Galahad is the Knight of
Cups; he belongs to the world of Arthurian
legend. He is the romantic knight on a quest
and has a dream of ideal love. Sometimes he is
so caught in the dream that he lacks the initiative to complete his task. He is gentle, loving,
sensitive, easily hurt, and can be moody.
Divinatory meaning: When the Knight of Cups
appears in your life, he could signify a new
romantic interest or idea. However, he could
also indicate that you are about to enter a
creative phase in your life.
Queen of Cups The Queen of Cups is an
emotional, loving woman; the creative artist
who has a focused goal. She is passionate and
easily hurt. Her highly developed psychic ability means she is sometimes swamped by
feelings and thoughts from uncharted places.
Divinatory meaning: This Queen can appear in
your life as a sensitive, loving person who
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offers a sympathetic ear, or as a sign that you
need to nurture yourself. She can also indicate
psychic awareness and creativity.
King of Cups The King of Cups is a highly
intuitive, passionate man. He is at times secretive and withdrawn. In business he follows
hunches successfully and can be quite ruthless.
He is a “Heathcliff” character: intense, brooding, and a fervent lover. Divinatory meaning:
The King of Cups is the masculine figure in
your life who embodies the above attributes.
He is sometimes involved in financial or secret
dealings, but may also be in any creative field.
This King may also indicate a time when you
need to explore your passionate nature or to
hide your feelings in certain situations.
PENTACLES
Princess of Pentacles Daffodils and blossoms
symbolize the spring season and potential
new growth represented by the Princess of
Pentacles, who is a young, robust person,
steadfast and loyal. Divinatory meaning: She
suggests the need to put an idea or plan into
action. This could mean new study, an apprenticeship, or ideas for financial improvements.
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Your inner child may feel a sense of well-being
and groundedness.
Knight of Pentacles The Knight of Pentacles
is a loving, steady, hard-working young man.
He is ambitious and will always do a good job,
though he sometimes appears boring and slow.
He is a sensual and generous lover, willing to
learn, though he lacks imagination. Divinatory
meaning: Concerns about financial and material productivity. He may appear as an honest,
reliable person, or you may be needing some
of those qualities in your life at the moment.
Queen of Pentacles The Queen of Pentacles
is a kind, practical person who enjoys a comfortable life. Status is important; she works
hard to maintain appearances and likes to be
of service. Though she can sometimes be selfish, she is a giving lover. Divinatory meaning:
The Queen of Pentacles may appear in your
life as a person, or her “queenly” attributes
may be just what you need in your life right
now: a little luxury and a touch of comfort.
King of Pentacles The King of Pentacles is a
kind, loving man who enjoys good food and
wine and is financially secure. He is a successful
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businessman, respected for his persistent, if
sometimes stubborn, endeavors. He is a loyal
and steadfast lover, who can become possessive
in some circumstances. Divinatory meaning:
When this King appears, you may meet a kind,
generous man who is financially secure, conservative, and cautious. Some of these qualities
may be reflected in your life. You may feel
financially secure, or you may need to be more
cautious in financial matters.
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The Celtic Cross Spread
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THE CELTIC CROSS SPREAD
The Celtic Cross Spread is the most popular
spread used by Tarot readers today.
The person seeking an answer to a question
is known as the Questioner. The Questioner,
maintaining a serious mental attitude, puts all
other thoughts and desires from his mind and
concentrates on the question posed in the reading, which may be spoken aloud to the Diviner.
The Questioner then shuffles the deck face
down, thus creating a rapport between his subconscious and the cards. When the Questioner
is satisfied with his shuffling, he places the deck
in front of the Diviner. The cards are always
viewed from the Diviner’s position.
Beginning with the top card as number one,
the Diviner turns up the first six cards from left
to right, and places them face up on the table in
the sequence shown in the diagram. After the
first six cards have been read by the Diviner,
the next four cards are then turned over, placed
one above the other in a line to the right of the
previous six cards, as shown in the diagram on the
previous page.
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POSITION MEANINGS
1. Present position: Atmosphere in which the
questioner is working and living.
2. Immediate Influence: The nature of the
immediate sphere of involvement or
obstacles just ahead.
3. Goal or Destiny: The best that can be
accomplished under existing circumstances.
4. Distant Past Foundation: The effect of past
events and influences on the present.
5. Recent Past Events: The effects of events just
passed or passing now.
6. Future Influence: Influences just before the
questioner, in a broad sense.
7. The Questioner: Position or attitude within
present circumstances.
8. Environmental Factors: Questioner’s influence
on others and his own position in life.
9. Inner Emotions: Hopes, emotions, desires,
fears, anxieties of the questioner.
10. Final Result: Culmination and result of all
influences revealed in the divination.
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U.S. Games Systems, Inc. offers an exciting and
diverse range of tarot and cartomancy decks, books,
and deck/book sets. Look for these titles at most book,
metaphysical, museum, and gift stores:
TA R O T D E C K S
African • Ages • Ancestral Path •
Angel • Aquarian • Baseball • Cat People •
Ceremonial Magick • Classic • Cloisters • Connolly •
Cosmic • Crowley Thoth • Dali Universal • Dragon •
Experimental • Gemstones and Crystals • Gill •
Golden Dawn • Haindl • Halloween • Hanson-Roberts •
Herbal • Hudes • Kalevala • Kazanlar • Londa •
Lord of the Rings • Masquerade • Medicine Woman •
Medieval Scapini • Moon Garden • Morgan Greer •
Motherpeace Round • Native American • Navigators Tarot
of the Mystic SEA • New Palladini • Old English •
Old Path • Renaissance • Rider-Waite • Rock Art •
Russian St. Petersburg • Sacred Rose • Santa Fe • Spirit •
Starter • Swiss 1JJ • Unicorn • Universal Waite •
Witches • Wonderland • Zolar’s Astrological
CARTOMANCY AND GAMES
Angel Meditation • Angel Power • Blessing Cards •
Gypsy Witch • Haindl Rune Oracle • Mlle. Leonormand •
Pandora Cards • Secret Dakini • Transformation Game •
Intuitive Solutions • Solo and Earth Solo Games
BOOKS BY STUART R. KAPLAN
The Encyclopedia of Tarot, Volumes I, II, and III •
Tarot Classic • Tarot Cards for Fun and Fortune Telling
U. S. GAMES SYSTEMS , INC .
179 Ludlow Street, Stamford, C T 06902 USA
203-353-8400 • Order Desk 800-544-2637 • FAX 203-353-8431
e-mail USGames @ aol.com

